StreetStore

Dimensions in mm for a 6 bike unit
Width 3300
Depth 2000
Height 1490

Overview
The StreetStore is a new concept in secure cycle parking, offering a wide range of options. The units are modular and can
be either lockable or open access, offering weather protection and extra security. They can be customised as required.
Designed and patented by Cycle-Works and manufactured in the UK, the StreetStore is an innovative design made by
modern, precision engineering techniques, involving a strong monocoque construction with a modular framework.
The StreetStore can be a 1, 2, or 3 bike unit depending on the site requirements. Units can be installed on their own and
are free standing without the need for expensive ground works. Should the site require parking for more bikes multiple
StreetStore’s can be joined together in any of the various combinations.
Offering a high degree of customisation the StreetStore can be installed with various locking options, and a wide range of
colours and cladding materials.

Features & Benefits
 Securely locks bike out of sight.

 English design and fabrication.

 Space efficient – small footprint.

 Made from strong pre galvanised Steel.

 Comes with optional door.

 Can be coloured in any standard RAL colour.

 Easy-to-use and suitable for use in schools.

 Advertising potential.

 Can be scaled up to hold large numbers of bikes.

 Requires no expensive groundworks.
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StreetStore
Open, half or full length door?
One of the many advantages of the Cycle-Works
StreetStore is the option to include a full length high
security 2 point locking door. The door seals the unit
offering a very high level of security and a strong
visual deterrent. The lifting of the door is aided by
internal gas struts resulting in an effortless and
balanced motion. When the door is fully opened it is
held open allowing easy access to the unit. When you
are finished the door is easily lowered with minimal
effort and locked, much like the system widely used
on car boots.
The StreetStore is available with a half door option
which offers greater weather protection and security
than the open access model but without the need to
issue keys to users. This multi-bike unit is available as
standard with open access and our own high security
multi locking point rack inside.

Half Length Door

Full Length Door
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StreetStore
Locking Mechanism
Secure system - pushes in when locked, pops out when
unlocked. Handle turns the locking mechanism 90o.
Reliable, proven system. This locking mechanism is flush
when closed it makes it very hard for a brute force attack.

Advantages









Designed for moving substantial door closures.
Cylinder locks handle into place
Easy to get replacement parts
Most locksmiths know this system
Difficult to pick the lock
Handle is flush with the unit when locked
No leverage points
Hardened Steel to resist drilling

Abloy lock - closed

Abloy lock - open

“The residents are very pleased as they are now able to put their bikes
in the StreetStore rather than having to have them in their flats and
carry them up and down the stairs.”
Tristar Homes Ltd, Chris Peters - Patch Manager
Colour Options
The StreetStore is available with its door, roof, back, upper
and lower side panels and frame work in any standard
RAL colour. If you have specific brand colours that need
to used then we can colour match them and find a
combination that best suites your site and environment.
This not only adds to the life of the StreetStore by
protecting the metal but also means it is able to
seamlessly blend into any location. The side panels can
also have a graphic perforated into them.
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StreetStore
Grouping

StreetStore
UnitSizes
Sizes
StreetStore Unit

With this combination of unit
sizes and optional secure door the
StreetStore can be easily scaled up
to meet the exact requirement of
your site. For example, that can be a
4 bike ‘open-access’ unit, next to 2
closed and secure 3 bike units, giving
parking for 10 bikes just over a 5
metre space.

Bikes parked

If no door is fitted the unit still offers
good whether protection and high
security for the bikes. If there are no
doors or fixed panels then the centres
will be 400mm.

Width (mm)

Depth (mm)

Height (mm)

1

700

2000

1490

2

1100

2000

1490

3

1500

2000

1490

4

2500

2000

1490

5

2900

2000

1490

6

3300

2000

1490

7

3800

2000

1490

8

4200

2000

1490

9

4700

2000

1490

10

5100

2000

1490

About Cycle-Works
Cycling is our passion. We believe
that cycling is good for people,
good for society and good for
the environment. This belief
underpins everything we do.
We believe that the provision of
quality facilities will increase the
use and acceptance of the bicycle.
All our employees and associates
cycle regularly in diverse disciplines
such as commuting, touring and
long distance audax rides. We are
active in both local and national
cycle campaigning.

Our Products






Individual bicycle lockers
High capacity 2-tier racks
Open access and lockable shelters
Wide range of individual racks
Vertical and horizontal racks

Our Services






Initial site visits
Advice on product selection
Consultation on your plans
Full delivery and installation
Aftercare and maintenance
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